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Abstract

Recent scientific results have shown that social network Likes, such as the
“Like Button” records of Facebook, can be used to automatically and ac-
curately predict even highly sensitive personal attributes. Although this
could be the goal of a number of non-malicious activities, to improve prod-
ucts, services, and targeting, it represents a dangerous invasion of privacy
with possible intolerable consequences. However, completely defusing the
information power of Likes appears improper. In this paper, we propose a
protocol able to keep Likes unlinkable to the identity of their authors, in
such a way that the user may choose every time she expresses a Like, those
non-identifying (even sensitive) attributes she wants to reveal. This way,
analysis anonymously relating Likes to various characteristics of people is
preserved, with no risk for users’ privacy. The protocol is shown to be secure
and also ready to the possible future evolution of social networks towards
P2P fully distributed models.

Keywords: Social Networks, Privacy, Privacy-preserving data analysis,
Partially Blind Signature.

1. Introduction

Social network Likes, among which the most famous is the Facebook one,

are a mechanism massively used by social network users to express their

positive/negative association with online contents, such as photos, posts,

users’ status, groups, music, etc. As a matter of fact, through the above re-

source evaluation process, users reveal a lot of precious information, mostly
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unknowingly. Indeed, it is often unknown to users the possibility of pre-

dicting even hidden aspects of their own personality from digital records

of human behavior. A recent study described in [44] involved 58,000 vol-

unteers to demonstrate that Facebook Likes can be used to automatically

and accurately predict highly sensitive personal attributes, including sexual

orientation, ethnicity, religious and political views, personality traits, intelli-

gence, happiness, use of addictive substances, parental separation, age, and

gender. Thus, social network Likes present serious risks related to users’

privacy, whose protection is more and more a salient issue, after the first

Social Web era, where users seemed little careful about privacy problems.

One of the reasons of this, besides personal ones, is that social networks

themselves are typically designed in such a way that a user is stimulated to

release private information, due to the value that such information has in

term of business. As stated in [44], a distinction has to be done between

the data that is actually recorded and the knowledge that can be predicted

from such data, by using statistical or data mining techniques. But, when-

ever people have chosen not to reveal certain pieces of information about

their lives, predicting them (for example, to propose products or services)

represents a dangerous invasion of privacy. For example, the positive asso-

ciation with a political announcement may be welcome in many cases, but

it could also lead to a potentially problematic outcome in some other con-

texts (e.g., when it reveals the users’ political leaning). Besides potential

risks, we may also cite real-life events showing the dramatic consequences

of a seeming innocuous click on a Like button, as the news appeared in the

Washington Post that an employee logged on to Facebook and liked the page

that was for a candidate challenging his boss, causing his boss to fire him

from his job [40].

As it generally happens in data mining, a lot of profitable knowledge

can be discovered by analyzing digital records of human behavior in social

networks without breaking users’ privacy. For this reason, data should be

made available in such a way that only privacy-preserving analysis is possi-

ble [52, 81, 10, 13, 14]. However, the assumption that any third party which

is interested to analyze data can be considered trustworthy is in fact unreal-

istic, due to the strategic advantage that the utilization of all data, including

identifying and sensitive ones, may give to these parties. In the particular

case of social network Likes, the strongest measure that can be adopted is
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to make Likes completely unlinkable to any attribute of people who express

the association. This is what is proposed in [12], where Likes statements are

treated as “light-weight e-voting procedures” in such a way that no infor-

mation about the voter (that is, the author of the Like click) is related to

the vote (that is, the Like). The above proposal obviously does not permit

any kind of analysis about the population of users who express preferences,

thus not only defusing privacy threats but also strategic analysis.

In this paper, we go one step beyond. Our proposal is still to keep Likes

unlinkable to the social network profiles of their authors (and, in general

to their identity), but to allow users to associate some certified attribute

values with their Likes, by choosing every time they state a Like, those (even

sensitive) attributes they want to reveal. From this point of view, our paper

regards the topic of privacy in a weaker sense w.r.t. the common meaning

given by the specific scientific community to this term. Indeed, we protect

privacy of users by means of unlinkability to identifying attributes, not by

uncertainty-based anonymization (as k-anonymity [69], l-diversity [54], or

t-closeness [47]). Thus, even though from a merely technical perspective

our solution is closer to security than privacy (in a strict sense), we refer

to privacy too (in a loose sense) as, eventually, personal data of users are

protected.

However, anonymous analysis relating a Like to various characteristics of

the people who expressed such a preference (e.g., age, job, region, country,

hobbies, etc.) is preserved with no risk for users’ privacy, because there is

no way to relate such information to a particular user. Observe that the

above requirements evoke what is provided by selective disclosure and bit

commitment approaches [8, 70], but a direct application of such approaches

to our case is not resolutive since the secret used by a user to enable the

disclosure of the chosen attribute would allow third parties to trace the user,

thus breaking anonymity. The problem is thus not trivial.

Our solution relies on a cryptographic protocol whose security is mainly

based on the infeasibility of discrete logarithms and the robustness of par-

tially blinded signatures. Moreover, we generalize the Facebook concept of

Like by assuming that it is not only a positive association with an online

content but also a score assigned by the user. Observe that, besides the

specific not trivial requirement of linkability of Likes to only user-chosen at-

tributes, our solution preserves the basic properties of an e-voting system as
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done in [12]. Indeed, whenever we implement secretness (that is, anonymity

of users who express preferences) we have at the same time to avoid that

users may misbehave by duplicating improperly their preference. More-

over, all the remaining basic properties of e-voting systems [19, 64], namely

individual verifiability, uncloneability, robustness and scalability should be

guaranteed.

Our solution relies on a DHT-based P2P social network (assumed given),

because we do not assume trustworthiness of the social network issuer. Con-

sider that a recent yet consolidated scientific literature exists envisioning

the new paradigm of social network shifting from client-server to P2P in-

frastructures, coupled with encryption so that users keep control of their

information [85, 17, 18]. Anyway, the adoption of our model of Likes does

not require a (probably unrealistic) revolution of the current social networks,

as it could be implemented by distributing just the functions related to the

Like expression and not the contents, possibly relying on (self-managed)

cloud computing solutions.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss more

in depth the motivations supporting our research. In Section 3, we contex-

tualize our work in the literature giving also some important supports to

our proposal. Next, in Section 4, we briefly recall some notions useful to the

reader to understand the technical aspects of the paper. In Section 5, we

introduce the notations used throughout the paper. The proposed protocol

is described in Section 6. In Section 7, we illustrate a possible implemen-

tation of our protocol. In Section 8, the analysis of the security of this

protocol is presented, by showing that all the desired features are guaran-

teed also against possible attacks. In Section 9, a performance analysis of

the solution is provided. Finally, in Section 10, we draw our conclusions.

2. Motivations

In this section, we provide more detailed motivations that, as a side-

effect, should also offer a possible business model underlying our proposal.

First, we recall that our proposal comes from the need of finding a solution of

the trade-off between the protection of user privacy against involuntary leak-

age of private information and the opportunity of exploiting digital records

produced by users to make strategic analysis. We observe that both the

above needs are easily recognizable as realistic, especially if we try to as-
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sume a perspective view. Indeed, what today might appear little appealing

from a business point of view, tomorrow could become attractive. In our

specific case, the core question is the weight that privacy will have in future

business models. Likely, in a world where the digital pervasiveness will be

dramatically increased together with awareness about threats (concerning

both security and privacy), we may expect that people will perceive as crit-

ical the risks related to an uncontrolled exposure of private life over the

Internet. As a consequence, the attention of users towards the information

leakage related to the use of social networks will increase. In this plausi-

ble evolution scenario, a social network offering advanced tools to protect

privacy could acquire advantages w.r.t. competitors. As an extensive proof

of the fact that revealing sensitive personal information through Likes may

lead to dangerous situations, we describe a recent case reported in the Ital-

ian newspaper Il Fatto Quotidiano on January 30, 2014 [76]. According

to this article, a man from Parma (Italy), for a simple click on Facebook,

risked being condemned criminally. The prosecutor of the court of Parma

asked the trial for this man, accused of complicity in aggravated defamation,

threatening penalty from six months to three years in prison. The reason of

this criminal procedure is that the man had intervened in a dispute between

two women belonging to a political movement, by just expressing his Like

to one of the insults directed to one of the other two contenders. This is

just a striking example of how much a simple click of the mouse could result

dangerous. A number of further extreme cases like this can be easily found,

but many less sever situations may occur in which a simple Like can have

negative impact on personal life, on business, or on political and religious

activities.

Despite the above privacy threats, at the same time, companies, re-

searchers, governments, will realize better and better that social networks

are a precious source of knowledge that can return strategic advantages in

many fields. Concerning Likes, which are the subject of our study, this

awareness is already spread not only at research level (as witnessed by pa-

pers like [44, 11]), but also at business level. Consider for example what an

Italian social media analytics company publishes in its web site [75]. They

say that for a thorough analysis of investments in advertising on Facebook,

the most interesting information is the provenance of Likes (that is, the ori-

gin of the fans), in order to assess whether a campaign of advertising has
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obtained a strong impact in the growth of a community. They categorize

Likes in four types, each subdivided into a number of subcategories. For

example, they distinguish between Likes made from mobile devices, from

users who selected Likes from their section Like or that of a friend of the

timeline, etc. As another example, consider systems like LikeAlizer [56],

which claims to help customers to measure and analyze the potential and

effectiveness of their Facebook pages. If the customer is a company, services

like this may provide useful information about the impact of the Facebook

presence of the company, for example w.r.t. competitors. In this case, the

analysis of the impact versus market segments could be extremely important

for the company. In all the above cases, no identifying data is significant

for analysis, so that the solution of above mentioned trade-off we propose

in this paper appears fully applicable. Consider also that the balancing be-

tween privacy goals and will of users to be explicitly associated with Likes

is completely left to the user, who may choose also to link all personal data

with no restriction.

In sum, we argue that in our study, besides dealing with a number of

research problems regarding both (1) how to satisfy in the considered dis-

tributed evaluation process all the security and privacy properties (that is,

uniqueness, secretness, individual verifiability, uncloneability, and robust-

ness of the evaluation process and analysis-preserving unlinkability with

identifying information) and (2) how to implement this in a social network,

we provide a framework that appears interesting also from a business per-

spective.

3. Related Work

In this section, we discuss the papers related to our proposal. These

papers are grouped by the topics they address, which are selective disclosure,

P2P infrastructure, social media, and e-voting.

Selective disclosure. Selective disclosure is the topic most related to our

paper. The possibility of a user to disclose some selected attributes when she

clicks on a Like evokes what is provided by selective disclosure approaches.

There are several techniques used to support partial attribute disclosure.

One design for creating attributes that can be selectively revealed as part

of a credential borrows directly from the idea of bit commitment [59, 70],

which allows a user to commit to a value without having to immediately
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reveal it. Thus, when sensitive attributes in a credential are replaced with

commitments to those values, we refer to those commitments as private at-

tributes. Most of the proposal regarding selective disclosure need that one

party issues a digital signature in which the signed message includes infor-

mation about the user (that is, attributes). Efficient implementation of these

concepts make use of group signatures [43, 50], e-cash [20, 48], anonymous

credentials [21, 22, 23], and traceable signatures [42, 74]. These schemes

use as building blocks signed attributes and protocols that selectively re-

veal these attributes or prove properties about them. Their implementation

typically encode attributes as a discrete logarithm or, more generally, as

an element (exponent) of a representation of a group element, resulting in

protocols where the number of group elements transmitted and the commu-

tations performed are linear in the number of encoded attributes. The focus

of Bertino et al. [8] is to deeply analyze the impact of protected attribute

credentials on trust negotiations, and to devise new strategies allowing inter-

operability between users adopting various credential formats. Furthermore,

the authors adopt a multi-bit hash commitment technique for attribute en-

coding, as the length of attributes will likely be longer than one bit. Privacy

enhanced credentials are different from selective disclosure credentials in

that the credential contents are explicitly separated from the credential it-

self. The system of Holt et al. [37] uses bit commitments to create selective

disclosure credentials with a limited amount of data the holder must reveal.

Credential sets accomplish this with the help of bit commitment that allows

the user to commit to a value without revealing it. Observe that the above

approaches are not resolutive in our case, because the secret used by the user

to enable the disclosure of the chosen attribute would allow third parties to

trace the user herself, thus breaking anonymity.

P2P infrastructure. A crucial component of our proposal, allowing us to

obtain the above goal, is to distribute the social network (actually, only the

most voting functionalities) over the users, in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) fashion.

Even though, to the best of our knowledge, the problem of resource eval-

uation in social networks guaranteeing privacy requirements has not been

investigated in the literature, the idea of implementing social networks using

a P2P paradigm is not new. Fang Wang et al. [85] propose to use a structure

of P2P social networks that captures social associations of distributed peers

in resource sharing. Peer social networks appear to be mainly composed of
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pure resource providers that guarantee high resource availability and relia-

bility. In particular, they report on properties such as degree distribution,

clustering coefficient, average path length, betweenness and degree-degree

correlations. Sonja Buchegger et al. [17] envision a paradigm shift from

client-server to a P2P infrastructure coupled with encryption so that users

keep control of their data and can use the social network also locally, without

Internet access. Moreover, this paper identifies the core functionalities nec-

essary to build social networking applications and services, and also gives

evidence on how the proposed system can be used to form and maintain

P2P social networks. PeerSoN [18] is a P2P approach coupled with en-

cryption. The authors design a two-tiered architecture and protocols that

recreate the core features of a social network in a decentralized way. This

paper focuses on the P2P infrastructure for social networks, outlining the

challenges and possibilities of the decentralized paradigm. Cutillo et al. [28]

propose a social network based on a P2P architecture to solve privacy is-

sues. The authors’ solution leverages the trust relationships that are part

of the social network application itself. Privacy in basic data access and

exchange operations within the social network is achieved by a multi-hop

routing among nodes that trust each other in the social network. In [55], a

P2P social network named Social Tube has been designed to facilitate users

to share their personal videos or interesting videos they found with their

friends. P2P-iSN [51] is a P2P architecture that allows users from different

social networks to communicate without involving the social network they

belong to. The most recent proposal taking into account the aspect of pri-

vacy of users’ data stored in company-owned servers, is [7], which exploits

an android application using a P2P network to send all shared data. Our

proposal shares with the above ones the use of an underlying P2P network

to avoid that the social network provider can access sensitive users’ data

stored on its servers.

Social Media. As social media use has become a principal activity in peo-

ple’s life, there has been an increasing debate about whether or not privacy

can be considered a “not realistic” requirement in the information age. So-

cial media benefits have received great attention from the literature, which

has given less importance to the risk for privacy derived from such benefits.

This issue is discussed in [53], in which the authors examine the benefits and

outcomes of interactional privacy and the design of social media interfaces
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that are responsive to both relational and privacy needs. In [82], the authors

present a model including network composition, disclosures, privacy-based

strategies, and social capital. Results indicate that: (i) audience size and

diversity impact disclosure and use of advanced privacy settings, (ii) pri-

vacy concerns and privacy settings impact disclosure in varying ways, and

(ii) audience and disclosure characteristics predict bridging social capital.

In [80], Ur et al. survey existing on cross-cultural privacy issues, giving par-

ticular weight to online social networking sites. They propose a framework

for evaluating the extent to which social network privacy options are offered

and communicated. The framework can enable service providers to iden-

tify potential gaps in supporting user privacy. It focuses on cultural issues,

discusses legal issues in cross-cultural privacy and, finally, delves into user

expectations regarding the data-sharing practices and the communication of

privacy information. Wisniewski et al. [86] observe that users gain the most

benefits when social network sites give them the privacy they desire. By ap-

plying structural equations modeling Facebook users, they found that users

whose privacy desires were met reported higher levels of social connectedness

than those who achieved less privacy than they desired. Moreover, social

connectedness played a pivotal role in building social capital. The conclu-

sion of the study is that social networks should aim to achieve privacy fit

with user needs to enhance user experience and ensure sustained use. From

this point of view, our paper addresses this issue, giving a user flexible tools

to prevent privacy violations derived from the expression of Likes.

E-voting. From the side of the specific activity of resources evaluation,

our paper is clearly related to the topic of e-voting, for which a wide lit-

erature exists. Chaum [25] introduced the notion of mix-net as a tool for

achieving anonymity in e-mail and in electronic elections. A mix-net consists

in a sequence of servers, called mixes. Each server receives a batch of input

messages and produces as output the batch in permuted (mixed) order. Such

mix-nets are sometimes called mix cascades or shuffle networks. An observer

should not be able to tell how the inputs correspond to the outputs. This

property provides voter privacy in an electronic election. Damg̊ard et al.

proposed an electronic vote protocol that utilizes the generalized Pallier’s

cryptosystem [29]. Some approaches to electronic voting based on homo-

morphic encryptions have been proposed in [4] and [39]. These systems

preserve the receipt-freeness property. This means that voting systems do
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not generate a receipt when the voter expresses her vote because it could be

used by another party to coerce the voter. Unfortunately, receipt-freeness

and incoercibility (providing the adversary does not access the registration

phase) have in these papers a high price in terms of verifiability and scal-

ability. Also the usage of anonymous broadcast channel makes the scheme

impractical. Zwierko et al. [89] proposed an agent-based scheme for secure

e-voting. This scheme is based on an authentication protocol with revocable

anonymity and can be implemented in a network of stationary and mobile

electronic devices. A scheme able to preserve the privacy of both the voters

and also the candidates is presented in [46]. This scheme does not require

any trusted third party and is based on distributed ElGamal encryption and

mix-match. The voters can compute the result by themselves without dis-

closing their will and the vote of the losing candidates. In [45], an electronic

voting scheme capable of providing receipt-freeness is proposed. Receipt-

freeness is achieved by distributing the voting procedure between the voter

and a smart card. The need of an extra-device is a serious drawback of this

proposal.

From the analysis above, it arises that the requirements of e-voting sys-

tems [19, 64, 78] are stricter than those necessary in our scenario. Indeed,

we argue that, in our cases, properties like eligibility, fairness, and receipt-

freeness, would introduce an intolerable price in terms of usability and in-

vasiveness. In other words, the above properties are not coherent with the

security level we need in our case. This, combined with the fact that exist-

ing e-voting systems guarantee the above features with a significant price in

terms of complexity of the solution, requires us to find a new ad-hoc light-

weight solution. This is just the goal of this paper, which implements also a

different notion of secreteness, as we link Likes to non-identifying attributes.

We recall that eligibility means that only those who are authorized to

vote can vote and the system has to provide means to validate a voter and a

permitted number of votes, fairness ensures that no intermediate result can

influence the remaining voters, receipt-freeness claims that the voter is not

able to prove any coercer how she had voted. Eligibility is not necessary in

our context because in a social network everyone should be able to perform

her evaluation. Moreover, fairness is not required because the resource eval-

uation in social networks is inherently incremental. Finally, receipt-freeness

is unproportionate for evident reasons. Even though we have shown that
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these properties are excessive in our context, we have to consider that some

fundamental properties need to be satisfied. They are uniqueness, secret-

ness, verifiability, uncloneability, robustness and scalability (as observed in

the Introduction).

It is worth noting that a light-weight e-voting system suitable for our

application cannot be obtained by trivially relaxing the existing e-voting

systems through the disabling of some components, since the elimination

of even one of the three components above results in the loss of some ba-

sic requirement. Indeed, the elimination of the mix-nets implies that voter

anonymity (that is, secretness) is compromised, since the relationship exist-

ing between the final vote and its voter is not obscured. Furthermore, an

important function of the mix-nets is to ensure that no item is processed

more than once, so that its elimination affects also the uniqueness of the

vote. The elimination of proofs determines the failure of robustness and

uncloneability. Indeed, it is only by means of proofs that a dishonest voter

is not able to clone a vote. Not being aware of the key that generated the

proof, the dishonest voter cannot generate a bogus vote with a valid proof,

and therefore the vote will not be counted. Also verifiability would be com-

promised, since, in absence of proofs, any interested party could not check

both if the ballot has been modified and if information about vote has been

leaked.

The above proposals obviously does not permit any kind of analysis

about the population of users who express preferences, since votes are always

completely unlinkable to any attribute of the voter. Thus, the goal of this

paper cannot be reached by using (as it is) any existing e-voting system.

Finally, we observe that an abridged version of this paper appeared

in [14]. It is worth noting that this paper includes significant new mate-

rial w.r.t. the conference version. Indeed, while in [14] the protocol has

been presented just in abstract form, this paper adopts mathematical tools

to make concrete the protocol. Consequently, security analysis has been sig-

nificantly deepened and detailed in this paper, and implementation issues

have been addressed.

4. Background

In this section, we briefly recall some notions representing the back-

ground necessary to understand the technical aspects of the paper. Such
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notions are digital signature, blind and partially blind signature, and dis-

tributed hash table.

4.1. Digital Signature

A digital signature is a cryptographic primitive to guarantee data in-

tegrity, entity authentication and signer’s non-repudiation [15]. It relies on

a public key infrastructure where each user has a ‘private’ signing key and

a corresponding ‘public’ verification key. A user uses its private-key to sign

a document and anyone can use its public-key to verify the signature of the

document but no one else can forge a signature of a document.

Formally, a digital signature Σ is a quadruple of algorithms Σ = (Setup,

KeyGen, Sig,Vf), where

• the setup (parameter generation) algorithm Setup() outputs the sys-

tem parameter PP ← Setup(λ); using security parameter λ,

• the key generation algorithm KeyGen() outputs a public/private key

pair (pk , sk) ← KeyGen(PP ) given the system parameters PP as in-

put,

• the signature algorithm Sig() outputs a signature σ ← Sig(sk ,m) with

respect to the secret key sk and a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗,

• and the deterministic, signature verification algorithm Vf(pk ,m, σ)

outputs true or false.

For consistency, we require that for all PP ← Setup(λ), (pk , sk) ←
KeyGen(PP ), and m ∈M← {0, 1}∗,

Vf(pk ,m, Sig(sk ,m)) = true .

The system parameter PP contains the security parameter λ itself, and

other public information common to all users of the system, like description

of cryptographic groups used in the signature scheme.

4.2. Blind Signature

A blind signature [24] scheme is a variation of a digital signature typi-

cally deployed in privacy related protocols where the signer and the message

author (user) are different parties and allows the signer to issue signatures

for the user such that
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1. the signer learns nothing about the message being signed and should

not be able to link or trace an ‘unblinded’ signature to the user; and

2. the user cannot compute any additional signature without the help of

the signer even after getting from the signer many blind signatures.

Formally, a blind digital signature Γ is a quadruple of algorithms (Setup,

KeyGen, Sig,Vf), where Setup, KeyGen and Vf are defined as in a digital

signature and the signature issuing algorithm Sig is an interactive protocol

executed in three steps, blinding, signing and unblinding, between the signer

and the user and outputs a signature σ ← Sig(sk ,m) with respect to the

secret key sk of the signer and a message m ∈ {0, 1}∗ from the user.

The consistency is defined as in digital signature.

4.3. Partially Blind Signature

Partially blind signatures [2] are a generalization of a blind signature

allowing the signer to explicitly add to the blind signature some pre-agreed

information in unblinded form (for example, an expiry date in the context

of electronic cash).

Formally, a partially blind signature Π is a quadruple of algorithms

(Setup,KeyGen, Sig,Vf), defined as in a blind signature and except that the

interactive signature issuing protocol Sig has an extra step initialization dur-

ing which the signer and the user agree upon the auxiliary information that

may be added to the blind signature in such a way that if this information

is changed at all verification will fail.

An example instantiation of a partially blind signature [87] based on

the intractability of the discrete log problem is as follows. Let G be a

cyclic group with prime order q, and g a generator element in G whose

order is q. We assume that any polynomial-time algorithm solves loggh in

Zq only with negligible probability when h is selected randomly from G.

Let T : {0, 1}∗ → Zq and F : {0, 1}∗ → G be public cryptographic hash

functions. Let x ∈ Zq be a secret key and y = gx be the corresponding

public key. First, the signer and the user agree on the common information

info. Then, they execute the signature issuing protocol on the blind message

m based on the following phases:

P1 (Initialization.) The signer randomly selects r, u ∈ Z∗
q and computes

z = F (info), d = grzu. The signer sends d to the user as a commit-

ment.
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P2 (Blinding.) The user randomly selects t1, t2, t3 ∈ Zq as blind factors,

and computes z = F (info), α = d · gt1yt2zt3 and ε = T (α∥info∥z∥m)

where α and z are being considered in their binary representation.

Finally, the user sends e = ε− t2 − t3 mod q to the signer.

P3 (Signing.) The signer sends back the pair (v, w) to the user, where

v = e− u mod q and w = r − v · x mod q.

P4 (Unblinding.) The user computes σ = w+t1 mod q, ρ = v+t2 mod q

and δ = e−v+t3 mod q. It outputs (σ, ρ, δ) as the resulting signature

on m and info.

P5 (Verification.) The verifier computes z = F (info), α = gσyρzδ and

accepts the signature as valid if and only if ρ+ δ = T (α∥info∥z∥m).

4.4. Distributed Hash Table

A distributed hash table (DHT) enables us map a bit sequence to a node

of the social network usually using a hash function H [77, 67]. DHT is

typically used in P2P systems to provide lookup services. In these systems,

when a peer P1 shares a resource R, the DHT allows us to obtain the address

of a peer P2 able to route a request for R to P1. In particular, a random ID

is assigned to each peer and an ID (derived from the hash of the resource

name) is assigned to each resource. The peer having the ID closest to the

ID of the resource stores the information about the peers providing such a

resource. The above indexing is dynamically maintained, according to the

continuous joining and leaving of nodes in the system.

4.5. Obscuring Operator

We introduce the obscuring operator which we denote by the symbol

⊙. This binary operator satisfies the following four properties. Given any

integer values B, E, E1, E2:

1. B ⊙ E can be efficiently computed.

2. (B ⊙E1)⊙E2 = B ⊙ (E1 ·E2), where · denotes the (integer) product

operator.

3. Given Z = B ⊙ E, it is infeasible to guess B without the knowledge

of E.

4. Given Z = B ⊙ E, it is infeasible to compute E from the knowledge

of just Z and B.
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Symbol Description
|| The concatenation operator
R The resource to be evaluated

IDR The resource ID
V The user who evaluates R
CA The certification authority
CE The attribute certificate
TTP The Trusted Third Party
CUj The j-th credential (provider) user
H, T ,F Cryptographic hash functions

PBSX{info,m} The partially blind signature

PBSPi

X {info,m} The partially blind signature at the phase Pi

Table 1: Notations.

A good candidate for this operator is the modular exponentiation func-

tion in Zm, where m is a prime number and Zm is the set of integers modulo

m. Indeed, if we define this operator as B ⊙ E = BE mod m, where

0 < B < m, it is easy to verify that it satisfies the above four properties. In

particular,

1. BE mod m can be computed efficiently using fast modular exponen-

tiation;

2. (BE1)E2 mod m = BE1·E2 mod m;

3. Since there are ϕ(m) generators of Z∗
m, for any Z = BE ∈ Z∗

m there

are at least ϕ(m) possibilities for B (and E) and so guessing B from

Z without any knowledge of E is infeasible.

4. Discrete log assumption. Given a multiplicative group G, the cyclic

subgroup ⟨g⟩ generated by g ∈ G, and a ∈ ⟨g⟩, it is infeasible to find

an integer x such that gx = a.

In particular, the computation of the discrete logarithm is infeasible,

that is, given Z = BE ∈ Z∗
m, it is infeasible to compute E from the

knowledge of just Z and B.

For the purpose of this article, the obscuring operator ⊙ will be the

modular exponentiation function for a suitable modulus m, a realistic lower

bound for which is the maximum size of the attribute field of the certificate.

It is also possible to use different values of m for each attribute in which

case such values will have to be saved in the certificate (see Section 6).
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Figure 1: The scenario in which the basic entities operate.

5. Notations

The protocol we propose relies on an underlying distributed social net-

work. We consider given a DHT lookup service allowing us to map a bit

sequence to a node of the social network. Throughout the paper, we use

the following notations. We consider given an online content R identified

by IDR (e.g., the URL of the resource). We denote by V the user who ex-

presses a Like on R. CA is a certification authority granting the attribute

certificate CE. We denote by TTP a functionally Trusted Third Party [58]

and by CUj the j-th credential (provider) user (the role of these entities

will be clarified in Section 6). An attribute ATi is a pair (ANi, AVi) where

ANi is the attribute name and AVi is the attribute value. We also denote

the attribute name ANi by AT (i).n and the attribute value AVi by AT (i).v.

Given a cyclic group G, we denote by g a generator element in G. H, T
and F are public cryptographic hash functions such that T : {0, 1}∗ → Zq,

F : {0, 1}∗ → G and H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}∗. Given a signer X and a message

M composed of two parts, say info and m, we denote by PBSX{info,m}
the partially blind signature of the message M and by PBSPi

X {info,m} the
output of the partially blind signature at the phase Pi (see Section 4). The

notations are summarized in Table 1.
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6. Like Expression Protocol

In this section, we describe the protocol allowing a user to express a Like

about an online content. Recall that the aim of this protocol is to produce

digital records whose analysis does not break users’ privacy. Generalizing

the current concept of Likes, we assume that a Like is represented by a

numeric score, thus allowing a more granular evaluation of online contents.

For example, in the case of the Facebook Likes, we have just one possible

score value. The entities involved in the Like expression protocol are:

• The user V who expresses the Like.

• The certification authority CA.

• The credential (provider) user CU .

• The Trusted Third Party TTP.

The protocol is composed of five steps, which are Certificate Issuing, CU

Identification, Credential Issuing, Like Click, and Like Displaying.

In the Certificate Issuing step, the certification authority CA issues the

attribute certificate CE to the user V . The CU Identification and the sub-

sequent Credential Issuing steps are devoted (i) to deterministically identify

those users of the social network who are responsible for generating creden-

tials and (ii) to send them to the user V . Credentials are the “tickets” that

the user spends in the Like Click step and are valid only one time per Like.

In the last step, TTP has the role of collector of Likes and verifier of their

correctness. Moreover, TTP enables the update of the overall score of the

on-line content on the basis of the processed Likes.

As said above, credentials for a Like expression are produced collabora-

tively by several credential users. Some credential users might be corrupted

by an adversary, but we assume an honest majority of credential users at

all times. This is a common assumption in this context [27, 89, 34], which

we call here CU -collusion assumption. As a consequence, our technique is

parametric with respect to the value t. It is chosen in such a way that the

likelihood that t randomly selected users misbehave is negligible.

The communication among the entities mentioned above is based on

message exchange and we assume the communication channel to be authen-
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ticated and confidential, which can be achieved using asymmetric keys1.

It could happen that the communication itself identifies a party even

though the message is actually anonymous. This concerns a level that

belongs to the network communication protocol (not to the social net-

work or the application), and involves external entities, such as the net-

work provider. To address this problem, existing e-voting systems usually

adopt mix-nets [25], which are one of the existing anonymity systems [32].

Even though the purpose of our work is not focused on how to implement

anonymity, for which there is a large literature [32], as we refer to a P2P-

social-network model, we argue that a system like Tor [31] can be directly

exploited by integrating it into the social network itself. On the other hand,

the real-life applicability of Tor witnessed by the existence of more than one

million daily users in 2014 [79], is another point in favor of this choice. In

principle, other systems, such as [72, 73], or the development of an ad-hoc

system could be considered.

We are ready to present how the evaluation process proceeds. It consists

of five steps, which are Certificate Issuing, CU Identification, Credential

Issuing, Like Click, and Like Displaying. Observe that, anonymous commu-

nication introduced above is necessary for the communication between users

and TTP at the Like Click and the Like Displaying steps. The protocol,

which is sketched in Fig. 1, proceeds as follows:

1. Certificate Issuing. In this first step, CA generates the certificate

CE for the user V . This certificate contains the user’s identifier ID

and a list of n attributes of the user. The attributes encode (even

sensitive) information about the user, set according to a given prede-

termined policy. For example, the policy could be stated by the social

network provider, which agrees with the certification authority a stan-

dard attribute set to include in the certificate. The user’s ID appears

as plaintext in the certificate whereas the attributes are obscured, in

such a way that a third party cannot know their values by accessing

the certificate. Without loss of generality, we assume that the values

of the attributes are integers.

The value of each attribute is obscured by means of the obscuring

1Authentication is performed through any secure public-key-based authentication pro-
tocol. For the sake of presentation, we do not treat this aspect here.
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Step Messages
Certificate Issuing CA → V : CE, (k1, · · · , kn), (AV1, · · · , AVn)

Credential Issuing For each 1 ≤ j ≤ t : {
CUj → V : ĨDV = H(IDV ||SCUj

), AT (i) = {ANi, AVi ⊙ (ki · ri)}

CUj → V : c = grF (⟨ĨDV , AT (i)⟩)u

V → CUj : e = T (c · gk1y
k2
CUj

b
k3∥⟨ĨDV , AT (i)⟩∥b∥IDR) − k2 − k3 mod q

CUj → V : Cj = (v, w) = PBSP3
CUj

{⟨ĨDV , AT (i)⟩, IDR}
}

Like Click V → TTP : Cj = (σ, ρ, δ) = PBSP4
CUj

{⟨ĨDV , AT (i)⟩, IDR}, for each 1 ≤ i ≤ t

V → TTP : ⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n, Bf(1)), · · · , (AT (f(h)).n, Bf(h))⟩
TTP → V : c̃ = grF (⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n, Bf(1)), · · · , (AT (f(h)).n, Bf(h))⟩)

u

V → TTP : ẽ = T (c̃ · gk1y
k2
TTP

b̃k3∥⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n, Bf(1)), · · · ,

(AT (f(h)).n, Bf(h))⟩∥b̃∥(r||s)) − k2 − k3 mod q

TTP → V : ER = (ṽ, w̃) = PBSP3
TTP

{⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n, Bf(1)), · · · ,

(AT (f(h)).n, Bf(h))⟩, (r||s)}

Like Displaying V → TTP : SB = (σ̃, ρ̃, δ̃) = PBSP4
TTP

{⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n, Bf(1)), · · · ,

(AT (f(h)).n, Bf(h))⟩, (r||s)}

Table 2: The formal description of the protocol.

operator ⊙ defined in Section 4.5, which is the modular exponentiation

function for a suitable modulus m, a realistic lower bound for which

is the maximum size of the attribute field of the certificate.

To obscure the values of the attributes, CA selects a random vector

of integers (k1, . . . , kn) and computes AVi ⊙ ki. For each attribute

ATi = (ANi, AVi), the pair (ANi, AVi⊙ki) is included in the certificate

CE. Therefore, in the certificate, instead of the plain value AVi, only

the obscured value AVi ⊙ ki is inserted. At the end of this operation,

CA signs the certificate and sends it to V together with the vectors

(k1, . . . , kn) through a secure channel.

2. CU Identification. V contacts t = 2 · t + 1 other users who play the

role of credential users and they will generate the credentials (we recall

that t is a parameter of our technique chosen in such a way that the

likelihood that t randomly selected users misbehave is negligible). The

i-th credential user CUj , where 1 ≤ j ≤ t, is selected by exploiting the

DHT lookup service with input H(IDR||j), where || is the concatena-

tion operator and, recall, IDR is the ID of the resource and H is a

cryptographic hash function.

3. Credential Issuing. In this phase, V obtains the t credentials needed

to express a Like, each from a different credential user. A number of

operations are repeated for each credential. At the j-th iteration, with

1 ≤ j ≤ t, the user contacts CUj . V sends the certificate CE issued

at Step 1 to CUj together with a random integer vector ⟨r1, . . . , rn⟩
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through a secure channel. CUj computes AT (j) = {ANi, AVi⊙(ki·ri)}
with 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Observe that the right-hand element of the pair is the

further obscuration of the i-th attribute value by means of the random

value ri, that is, (AVi ⊙ ki)⊙ ri = AVi ⊙ (ki · ri).
CUj computes also ĨDV as H(IDV ||SCUj ), thus by applying the cryp-

tographic hash function H to the concatenation between the user’s

identifier IDV (uniquely associated with the profile registration data),

and a static secret SCUj owned by CUj . The use of SCUj ensures that

none but CUj is able to link ĨDV to the user. However, this value is

the same each time the same user requires a credential from the same

credential user.

At this point, CUj generates the j-th credential Cj := PBSP3
CUj
{⟨ĨDV ,

AT ⟩, IDR}, where ⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩ is the pre-agreed information and IDR

is the part signed in blind form. To generate Cj , CUj randomly selects

a secret key x ∈ Zq and calculates the correspondent public key y =

gx (we recall that g is the generator element in the cyclic group G).

Then, CUj and V exchange the pair ⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩, V computes b =

F (⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩) and sends it to CUj .

To verify the correctness of the message, CUj computes b and compares

it with the received value. Then, CUj selects two nonces r, u ∈ Z∗
q

and sends c = grb
u
to V as a commitment. After this, V selects

three nonces k1, k2, k3 ∈ Zq as blind factors, and computes α = c ·
gk1yCUj

k2b
k3
, ε = T (α∥⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩∥b∥IDR), e = ε−k2−k3 mod q. V

sends e to CUj .

CUj sends back the pair (v, w) to V , where v = e−u mod q and w =

r − v · x mod q. The pair (v, w) is PBSP3
CUj
{⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩, IDR}. This

way, the credential user CUj is aware about the identity of V , but not

about the content being evaluated. Finally, Cj := PBSP3
CUj
{⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩,

IDR}, is sent to V by the credential user CUj . Observe that no anony-

mous communication is needed for all messages exchanged between V

to CUj , because CUj is aware about the identity of V .

4. Like Click. This step starts after the user has collected the t creden-

tials. The first task done by V is to unblind the above credentials. V

computes σ = w + k1 mod q, ρ = v + k2 mod q and δ = e − v + k3

mod q. It outputs (σ, ρ, δ) = PBSP4
CUj
{⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩, IDR} = Cj as the

resulting signature on the message IDR and the pre-agreed common
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information ⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩. Then, V submits all the credentials to TTP.

At this point TTP checks that at least t+ 1 credentials:

(a) are authentic and intact, by verifying their digital signature;

(b) contain IDR (that is, they refer to same content);

(c) have been issued by the correct credential user, as computed in

Step 2;

(d) are fresh credentials. A fresh credential PBSP4
CUj
{⟨ĨDV , AT ⟩, IDR}

is a credential that is not identical to the credentials received in

the past. To detect a possible re-submission of the credential,

TTP uses a database containing all past credentials. The failure

of this test means that the user has already evaluated the content

R. Thus, in this case, no further operation is performed by TTP.

If all these tests succeed, then the procedure continues as follows. Let

h ≤ n be the number of attributes that V decides to disclose. V

computes T = {(Bi, ei)} with i ∈ [1, h], where Bi is the value of

a chosen attribute, say Ax, with x ∈ [1, n], and ei is equal to kx ·
rx. At this point, TTP has to verify that the chosen attributes are

consistent with AT . To do this, the following function f : {1, · · · , h} →
{0, · · · , n} is introduced. It is defined as follows: f(i) = j if there exists

unique j ∈ [1, n] such that AT (j).v = Bi⊙ei; f(i) = 0 otherwise. Note

that the aim of f is to map each disclosed attribute to one obscured

attribute in AT .

If there exists p ∈ [1, h] such that f(p) = 0, then the protocol aborts.

Indeed, this is the case in which a disclosed attribute corresponds to

either none or multiple obscured attributes, which are both proofs of

inconsistency. Otherwise, TTP signs by a partially blind signature the

evaluation record ER = PBSP4
TTP {⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n,Bf(1)), · · · ,

(AT (f(h)).n,Bf(h))⟩, (r||s)}, where (AT (f(i)).n,Bf(i)) is the pair

⟨attribute name, attribute value⟩ disclosed by V , s is the Like score

expressed by the user about the online content and r is a 128-bit ran-

dom sequence generated by V to identify this Like. Both s and r

are blindly signed, so that they keep hidden from TTP. The proto-

col requires that TTP uses the same key pair to sign each evaluation

record. The reason of this will be clarified in Section 8. At this

point, TTP randomly selects x̃ ∈ Zq that is a secret key, the cor-

responding public key is y = gx̃. Then, TTP and V exchange the

pair ⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n,Bf(1)), · · · , (AT (f(h)).n,Bf(h))⟩, which is the
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common information. V computes b̃ = F (IDR, (AT (f(1)).n,Bf(1)), · · · ,
(AT (f(h)).n,Bf(h))) and sends it to TTP. To verify the correctness of

the common information, TTP computes b̃ and compares it with the

received value. Then, TTP selects two nonces r, u ∈ Z∗
q and computes

c̃ = gr b̃u. TTP sends c̃ to V as a commitment. After this, V selects

three nonces k1, k2, k3 ∈ Zq as blind factors, and computes α̃ = c̃ ·
gk1yTTP

k2 b̃k3 , ε̃ = 2T (α̃∥⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n,Bf(1)), · · · , (AT (f(h)).n,

Bf(h))⟩∥b̃∥(r||s)), ẽ = ε̃− k2 − k3 mod q. V sends ẽ to TTP. Finally,

TTP sends back the evaluation record ER = (ṽ, w̃) = PBSP3
TTP {⟨IDR,

(AT (f(1)).n,Bf(1)), · · · , (AT (f(h)).n, Bf(h))⟩, (r||s)} to V , where ṽ =

ẽ− u mod q and w̃ = r − ṽ · x̃ mod q.

5. Like Displaying. The evaluation record obtained by the user is un-

blinded, by producing the message SB = PBSP4
TTP {⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n,

Bf(1)), · · · , (AT (f(h)).n,Bf(h))⟩, (r||s)}, which we call Signed ballot.

The user unblinds the evaluation record as follows. V computes σ̃ =

w̃ + k1 mod q, ρ̃ = ṽ + k2 mod q and δ̃ = ẽ − ṽ + k3 mod q. It

outputs (σ̃, ρ̃, δ̃) as the resulting signature on the message (r||s) and

the pre-agreed common information ⟨IDR, (AT (f(1)).n,Bf(1)), · · · ,
(AT (f(h)).n,Bf(h))⟩. Then, V sends the signed Like ballot to TTP.

To prevent timing attacks, an unpredictable delay before sending the

ballot to TTP is introduced. Now, TTP verifies the ballot signature

and checks that another ballot with the same random r has never

been received, detecting a cloned ballot. If both checks succeed, then

the new Like is accepted and delivered to the social network provider,

which will update both the overall score of the corresponding online

content and the list of the attributes associated with each Like (called

Like list).

The formal description of the message exchanged in the protocol, based

on a common syntax [25], is reported in Table 2.

7. Implementation Issues

In this section, we deal with the implementation of our proposal, by

describing the adopted cryptographic hash function and partially blind sig-

nature, the underlying distributed social network, the data structures and

algorithms to use.
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We start by describing the choice of the cryptographic hash functions

H, T ,F introduced in Table 1. Recall that a cryptographic hash function

is a function taking an input x and generating an output y (called digest,

guaranteeing the following basic properties: collision resistance, preimage

resistance, and second-preimage resistance. The first property is that it

is computationally infeasible to find any pair x and x′ of distinct inputs

producing the same digest. The second property asserts that given y, it

is computationally infeasible to find any preimage x such that its digest is

y. Finally, the third property states that it is computationally infeasible to

find any second input which has the same output as any specified input. In

the last years, many proposals of cryptographic hash functions appeared in

the literature. MD5 [66] takes as input a message of arbitrary length and

produces as output a 128-bit digest. B. den Boer et al. [30] found that the

round function of MD5 is not collision resistant. Another function, called

RIPEMD-160, was developed in the framework of the EEC-RACE project

Race Integrity Primitives Evaluation [1]. RIPEMD-160 is standardized by

ISO/IEC in 1997 (Part 3 of ISO/IEC 10118). Some weaknesses of RIPEMD-

160 have been recently detected in [57].

The Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA) is a family of cryptographic hash

functions published by the National Institute of Standards and Technol-

ogy (NIST) [60]. SHA-256 generates an almost unique, fixed size 256-bit

(32-byte) digest and is one of the strongest hash functions available. This

makes it suitable for password validation, challenge hash authentication,

anti-tamper, digital signatures. Among the various cryptographic hash func-

tions, we choose SHA-256 as implementation of H, T ,F because it satisfies

the characteristics required by law in many applications.

Now, we describe how we implement partially blind signatures intro-

duced in Section 4. A number of partially blind signature schemes using

different assumptions exist. The most relevant are: Abe and Fujisaki’s

scheme [3], based on RSA, [2, 87], relying on the discrete logarithm prob-

lem, and Fan and Lei’s scheme [33], based on the quadratic residues prob-

lem. Among these schemes, our implementation follows the approach OR-

Schnorr, presented in [87], which provides a rigorous proof of security based

on the discrete logarithm problem. According to the notations introduced in

Section 4, in our implementation, we have a 256-bit prime q and a 1024-bit

prime such that p = k · q + 1 and an order q cyclic group Gq ⊂ Z∗
p which
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Figure 2: An example of a 5-level LBT.

resists methods for solving the discrete logarithm problem. We obtain a

generator element g of Gq, by randomly choosing h in the range 1 < h < p

in such a way that hk ̸≡ 1 (mod p). As a consequence, a generator of Gq is

equal to g = hk mod p.

As a further contribution, we focus on the underlying distributed social

network which our protocol relies on. Among the possible ways for imple-

menting the DHT lookup service necessary to map a bit sequence to a node

of the social network (see Section 5), we choose to implement this service

by following the approach presented in [16], named Tree-Based DHT Lookup

Service (TLS). TLS implements a logical network with tree topology allow-

ing sharing information embedded into nodes. The basic data structure of

TLS is a hash table distributed on a binary tree, named LBT, in which ev-

ery credential user account is associated with a node of the binary tree. A

given node N belonging to the level x−1 of the tree is identified by an x-bit

sequence, as reported in Figure 2 (for more details about TLS, the reader is

referred to [16]).

We recall that at Step 2 of the Section 6, given a resource identified by

IDR, we computed h = H(IDR||i) which is the input of the DHT lookup

service. In our implementation, the credential user associated with h is the

leaf node whose ID is a prefix of h. For example, if h =< 10000 · · · >, then

the credential user which generates the credential is that associated with the

left-most leaf node (that is, that with ID=10000).

Now, we discuss about the data exchange among actors (users, certifi-

cation authority, credential users and TTP). This is obtained by the use of

XML documents.

Concerning the certificates generated by the certification authority and

issued to users, we extend the standard X.509. The resulting certificate is
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<complexType name=” c e r t i f i c a t eTyp e ”> <sequence> <element
name=” ser ia lNumber ” type=” i n t e g e r ”/> <element name=” i s s u e r ”
type=” tn s : i s su e rType ”/> <element name=” s t a r t ” type=”date ”/> <element
name=”end” type=”date ”/> <element name=”publicKey”
type=”hexBinary”/> <element name=”IDv” type=” i n t e g e r ”/> <element
name=” prope r tyL i s t ” type=” tns :p roper tyL i s tType ”/> </ sequence>
</complexType>

<complexType name=” issuerType ”> <sequence> <element
name=”commonName” type=” s t r i n g ”/> <element name=” o rgan i z a t i ona lUn i t ”
type=” s t r i n g ”/> <element name=” organ i z a t i on ” type=” s t r i n g ”/>
<element name=” country ” type=” s t r i n g ”/> </ sequence> </complexType>

<complexType name=”propertyListType ”> <sequence> <element
name=”property ” type=” tns :propertyType ” minOccurs=”0”
maxOccurs=”unbounded”/> </ sequence> </complexType>

<complexType name=”propertyType”> <a t t r i b u t e name=”name”
type=” s t r i n g ” use=” requ i r ed ”/> <a t t r i b u t e name=”value ”
type=”hexBinary” use=” requ i r ed ”/> <a t t r i b u t e name=”key”
type=”hexBinary”/> </complexType>

Listing 1: The complex types certificateType, propertyListType and propertyType.

the XML complex type certificateType (Listing 1). In addition to the

traditional fields (e.g., serialNumber, issuer, start, end, publicKey), each cer-

tificate has a list of the properties associate with the user (propertyList).

Each property is a pair ⟨name,value⟩ (e.g., the name of a property could be

’gender’). Recall that, for privacy reasons, the value of all properties in the

certificate are obscured. As a consequence, the XML type of such values

is hexBinary. Finally, the XML attribute key maps the key necessary to

decrypt obscured attribute.

Now, we introduce the XML complex type called credentialType, which

represents the credential generated by the credential user and issued to the

user. Its structure is reported in Listing 2. To prevent linkability, a creden-

tial does not have an identifier: it contains an integer value identifying the

credential user (IDCU), an integer value identifying the resource (IDr), the

hash value of the concatenation between the user’s identifier and a static

secret (H IDV), and a list of the properties associated with the user (AT).

Recall that these properties have the same name as the properties of the

certificate, but their values have been obscured (see Step 3 of Section 6).

As for the ballot generated by TTP, its structure, called ballotType, is

reported in Listing 3. The ballot stores a reference to the resource’s identifier

(IDr) and the blindly signed value (thus, the XML attribute partiallyBlind-

Type is equal to true) of a 128-bit random sequence (r) and of the score
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<complexType name=” credent ia lType ”> <sequence> <element name=”IDcu”
type=” i n t e g e r ”/> <element name=”IDr” type=” par t i a l l yB l indType ”/>
<element name=”H IDv” type=”hexBinary”/> <element name=”AT”
type=” tns :p roper tyL i s tType ”/> </ sequence> </complexType>

<complexType name=” par t i a l l yB l indType ”> <s impleContent> <extens i on
base=”hexBinary”> <a t t r i b u t e name=” pa r t i a l l yB l i n d ” type=”boolean ”/>
</ extens i on> </ simpleContent> </complexType>

Listing 2: The complex type credentialType and partiallyBlindType in the XML
Schema like.

<complexType name=”bal lotType ”> <sequence> <element name=”IDr”
type=” i n t e g e r ”/> <element name=” r ” type=” tn s : pa r t i a l l yB l i ndType ”/>
<element name=” s ” type=” tn s : pa r t i a l l yB l i ndType ”/> <element
name=” d i s c l o s edPrope r t yL i s t ” type=” tns :p roper tyL i s tType ”/>
</ sequence> </complexType>

Listing 3: The complex types ballotType in the XML Schema like.

specified by the user (s). Moreover, the user includes in the ballot the prop-

erties to disclose (disclosedPropertyList): for each property, the XML

attribute value is provided in plaintext (that is, not obscured) and the XML

attribute key contains the secret necessary to decrypt obscured attributes.

The data structures described above are contained in the XML root element

like (Listing 4).

After describing the data structures used in the implementation of our

protocol, we discuss the algorithm performing the Like click step (see Sec-

tion 6), which is the only one requiring a more detailed explanation. Its

pseudocode is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm receives as input the

XML document, say like.xml, presented to TTP by the user. This docu-

ment contains the certificate issued by the Certification Authority, the cre-

dentials collected by the user, and the ballot that TTP will sign if the check

on the presented credentials succeeds. The output is an XML document, say

ballot.xml, which is the signed ballot. Observe that, in our pseudocode,

we use XQuery expressions [83] to extract and manipulate data from the

XML documents and SQL expressions to insert and query data from the

database, called DB, which supports our implementation.

The algorithm proceeds as follows. Each credential presented by the user

is analyzed. The XQuery expression at line 2 returns all the XML elements

credential, children of the root like in the document like.xml. First,

the authenticity and integrity of the signature on the credential is verified by
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<?xml version=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?> <schema
xmlns=” ht tp : //www.w3 . org /2001/XMLSchema”
targetNamespace=” ht tp : //www. example . org / l i k e ”
xmlns : tns=” ht tp : //www. example . org / l i k e ”> <element name=” l i k e ”>
<complexType> <sequence> <element name=” c e r t i f i c a t e ”
type=” t n s : c e r t i f i c a t eTyp e ” minOccurs=”0”/> <element
name=” c r e d e n t i a l ” type=” tn s : c r ed en t i a lType ” minOccurs=”0”
maxOccurs=”unbounded”/> <element name=” ba l l o t ” type=” tns :ba l l o tType ”
minOccurs=”0”/> </ sequence> </complexType> </ element> . . . </schema>

Listing 4: The XML Schema like.

using the method checkSignature (line 3). A fake credential is skipped and

no further analysis is carried out on it – this is implemented by the continue

statement (line 4). Then, it is checked that the credential has been issued

from the credential user for the resource declared by the user in the ballot

(line 6). To detect a possible re-submission of the credential, it is checked

by an SQL query (line 9) whether the credential is included into the table

UsedCred of the database DB storing references to all credentials received in

the past from TTP. This table consists of two columns, the former identifies

the credential user that issued the credential and the latter represents the

resource’s identifier. If the table already includes this credential, the next

credential is processed. Otherwise, the reference to the current credential is

inserted into the table of already presented credentials. The variable cont is

incremented by 1 (line 14) each time a credential is valid (that is, succeeds

all the tests above).

Now, it is verified (lines 15-29) the consistency of the attributes that the

user decides to disclose (/like/ballot/disclosedPropertyList/property)

with the attributes contained in the credential (/like/credential/AT/pro-

perty). An inconsistency occurs if a disclosed property (i) appears in the

credential with a different value (wrong = true) or (ii) does not appear in

the credential (found = false). The variables wrong and found are used to

detect such cases and, as optimization, to break the for loop. The method

decrypt receives as input an obscured value and a key and returns the

plaintext value of the attribute if the key is correct, null otherwise. If an

inconsistency is found, then the property incorrectly disclosed from the user

is removed from the ballot (line 27).

Finally, if at least t/2 + 1 credentials are valid (line 32), TTP proceeds

by blindly sign the ballot according to Step 4 at the end of Section 6.

The output of the algorithm is an XML document ballot.xml contain-
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Algorithm 1 Like
Input like.xml: an XML document
Output ballot.xml: an XML document
Variable cont: an integer
Variable wrong: a boolean
Variable found: a boolean
1: cont := 0
2: for $c in document(”like.xml”)/like/credential do
3: if checkSignature($c) = false then
4: continue
5: end if
6: if $c/IDr != document(”like.xml”)/like/ballot/IDr then
7: continue
8: end if
9: if (SELECT * FROM BD.BurnedCred

WHERE IDcu = $c/IDcu AND IDr = $c/IDr) != null then
10: continue
11: else
12: INSERT INTO DB.BurnedCred VALUES ($c/IDcu, $c/IDr)
13: end if
14: cont++
15: wrong := false
16: for $dp in document(”like.xml”)/like/ballot/disclosedPropertyList/property do
17: found := false
18: for $p in document(”like.xml”)/like/credential/AT/property do
19: if $dp/@name = $p/@name then
20: found := true
21: if found AND $dp/@value != decrypt($p/@value, $dp/@key) then
22: wrong := true
23: break
24: end if
25: end if
26: end for
27: if wrong OR !found then
28: REMOVE $dp
29: end if
30: end for
31: end for
32: if cont > t/2 then
33: <like>
34: blindSignature(document(”like.xml”)/like/ballot)
35: </like>
36: end if

ing the ballot and its partially blind signature.

8. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed model. We

first present our security model by identifying all the expected security and

privacy properties and an exhaustive attack model. Then, we formally prove

that our protocol is secure according to this security model.
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8.1. Security Model

In this section, we state the security properties required of the proposed

“Like” protocol. We denote by S the so obtained security model. We remark

that we consider plausible attacks from most enabled adversaries who are

“enabled insiders”, namely, the credential users, the TTP and their collusion.

Hence, a protocol which is secure against such adversaries is also secure

against any other adversary who is an outsider or a normal user in the

system.

8.1.1. Security Property 1 – Uniqueness

SP1 (Security Property 1) is defined as follows: An online content can

scored only once by a user. That is, once an online content has been scored

by a user, the user itself should not be able to score that online content again.

The attack/failure model we consider to describe how this property can

be threaten is the following:

• Attack AU1: An adversary tries to resubmit to TTP for the second

time a signed Like ballot.

• Attack AU2: An adversary attempts to resubmit the same creden-

tials to TTP in order to be authorized to express a Like for the second

time.

Attack AU3: An adversary tries to obtain for the second time fresh

credentials for the same content.

• Failure FU1: Two different users generate a Like ballot with the

same random r (which, we recall, is used as identifier of the Like),

thus producing a false positive in validity check performed by TTP.

8.1.2. Security Property 2 – Secretness and Unlinkability

SP2 (Security Property 2) is defined as follows: The score given by a

user to an online content is secret and any information about it cannot be

linked to the user who expressed it.

The attack model we consider to describe how this property can be

threaten is the following:

• Attack AS1: A credential user may try to find information about

the user who expressed the Like.
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• Attack AS2: A credential user may try to guess the online content

evaluated by the user.

• Attack AS3: TTP may try to link the user and its score.

• Failure AS4: A collusion between TTP and a credential user may

try to link the user and its score.

8.1.3. Security Property 3 – Individual Verifiability

SP3 (Security Property 3) is defined as follows: The result announced by

the TTP must be individually verifiable. That is, each individual user can

verify that her score is fair and its Like has been counted.

The failure model we consider to describe how this property can be

threaten is the following:

• Failure FI1: Two different users generate a Like ballot with the

same random r, thus compromising the individual verifiability of the

corresponding published scores.

8.1.4. Security Property 4 – Uncloneability

SP4 (Security Property 4) is defined as follows: The proposed scheme

must be uncloneable and bogus ballots must be detectable.

The attack model we consider to describe how this property can be

threaten is the following:

• Attack AC1: The adversary tries to forge a valid ballot by starting

from a legal one.

8.1.5. Security Property 5 – Robustness

SP5 (Security Property 4) is defined as follows: Any malicious behavior

by (at most t) credential users must be detectable.

Due to CU -collusion assumption (see Section 6), the attack model we

consider to describe how this property can be threaten is the following:

• Attack AR1: t or less credential users collude to break security prop-

erties of the protocol.
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8.2. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of our protocol, which is also

based on the difficulty of solving the discrete logarithm [6]. We consider

separately all the security properties we have to guarantee, which are unique-

ness, secretness, individual verifiability, uncloneability, and robustness.

The following theorem states that the protocol satisfies the property SP1

of the security model S.

Theorem 1 (Uniqueness). The protocol is resistant to attacks AU1, AU2,
and AU3. The probability of occurrence of failure FU1 is P (FU1) ≈ 1 −
e−u2/2D, where u is the number of users and D is the cardinality of the
domain of the random r included in the Like ballot.

Proof . Resistance to Attack AU1. Recall that AU1 is the Like replay attack

where an adversary tries to resubmit to TTP for the second time a signed

Like ballot. Such an attack is infeasible since TTP can detect any double

submission of a Like because it stores all submitted Like ballots and each

one is identified by r.

Resistance to Attack AU2. Recall that AU2 occurs when a credential replay

attack is performed. That is, an adversary attempts to resubmit the same

credentials to TTP in order to be authorized to express a Like for the second

time. Such an attack is infeasible since TTP detects the double credential

submission because it stores all submitted credentials (Step 4.(d)). Also in

the case the attacker requires a new certificate to CA, the user’s ID is the

same, thus resulting in the failure of the attack because ĨDV depends on

only IDV .

Resistance to Attack AU3. Recall that AU3 occurs when a user does not

cast its vote but an adversary tries to score an online content more than once

on behalf of the user more than once. This may happen if the adversary

tries to obtain for the second time fresh credentials for the same content.

Two cases may hold. The contacted credential user, say CUj , is the one

returned by Step 2 of the protocol, that is, CUj is identified by H(IDR||j).
In this case, the credential Cj issued from CUj to V contains the same value

ĨDV = H(IDV ||SCUj ) which depends only on the user’s identifier IDV and

on the static secret SCUj held by CUj . As a consequence, TTP can detect

the double submission. The second case occurs when the attacker contacts

a provider CUx different from that is returned by the lookup service with
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input H(IDR||j), j = 1, . . . , t at Step 2 of our protocol. TTP rejects such

submission during the check done in Step 4.(c) and such an attack fails.

Occurrence of failure FU1. Recall that FU1 occurs whenever two different

users generate a Like ballot with the same random r, thus producing a false

positive in the validity check performed by TTP. It is easy to realize that

the occurrence probability P (FU1) can be approximated by 1− e−u2/2D, as

FU1 can be modeled as birthday attack.

Remark. In our case, even hypothesizing an unrealistically high number of

users, say u = 1012, since r is a 128-bit sequence, P (FU1) < 10−15 and hence

it is negligible in practice. Moreover, we observe that depending on what

we use as user’s identifier IDV , we may ensure the Like uniqueness w.r.t.

only the user’s profile in the social network or the Like uniqueness w.r.t.

the physical person identity. The former is obtained for example if we use

as identifier the URL of the profile, while the latter is achieved if we adopt

a secure PKI certifying the ownership of the public key registered in the

profile and by using as IDV some personal identifier (like, for example, the

VAT number). About the possibility that two obscured values AV1⊙(k1 ·r1)
and AV2 ⊙ (k2 · r2) in AT collide, the probability of this event is negligible

thanks to the randomness of r1 and r2 assuming that the number of bits of

such random values is sufficiently large.

The following theorem states that the protocol satisfies the property SP2

of the security model S.

Theorem 2 (Secretness and Unlinkability). The protocol is resistant
to attacks AS1, AS2, AS3, and AS4.

Proof . Resistance to Attack AS1. Recall that SU1 occurs when a credential

user try to find information about the user who expressed the Like. By

contradiction, suppose that a credential user CU guesses whether the real

value of the obscured attribute A′ = Ak mod m is equal to V . This means

that it has found a value k′ such that V k′ mod m = A′ which corresponds to

find the discrete logarithm of A′, which is infeasible. Analogously, no other

entity of the scenario is able to guess the value of non-disclosed attributes.

Resistance to Attack AS2. Recall that SU2 occurs when a credential user

may try to guess the online content evaluated by the user. Consider that

the score s is initially sent to TTP by V in the message ẽ = ε̃ − k2 − k3

mod q, where ε̃ = T (α̃∥IDR∥b̃∥(r||s)). Anyway, this message does not give

TTP the possibility to know s, because the cryptographic hash function
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T is applied to the concatenation of s with other values and T is one-

way. For the same reason, also r cannot be used to link the voter. Thus,

once the Like ballot has been produced, it cannot be linked to the user.

Similarly, the credential users know only the user’s public key and have

no possibility to guess the score of the online content being evaluated. The

only remainder possibility is that a credential user CUj may try to guess the

online content evaluated by the user. Recall that CUj receives the message

e = T (α∥ai∥b∥IDR)− k2− k3 mod q and is aware about the identity of the

user. In this attack, the credential user tries to guess IDR knowing that

it has been selected on the basis of the online content. To do this, CUj

should be able to invert the composition of two hashes, namely the DHT

lookup function and the function H. However, even though the inversion of

the DHT lookup function is feasible because it is not a cryptographic hash

function, this does not occur for H, considering that IDR is the URL of the

corresponding online content. Thus, this attack is prevented.

Resistance to Attack AS3. Recall that SU3 occurs when TTP tries to link

the user and its score. We prove that no link between the certificate and

the credentials issued to a user exists. Indeed, the user ID is not included

in the credential and any attribute AVi⊙ ki in the certificate is transformed

into AVi ⊙ (ki · ri). Thanks to the further obscuration performed by ri,

there is no possibility to link the credential to the attribute certificate (and

then to the user). The only information known by TTP is the ID of the

content and the disclosed attributes. TTP cannot link the user and the

preference score of her Like ballot thanks to the use of the partially blind

signature (at Step 4). In particular, the score s is initially sent to TTP by

V in the message ẽ = ε̃ − k2 − k3 mod q, where ε̃ = T (α̃∥IDR∥b̃∥(r||s)).
Anyway, this message does not give TTP the possibility to know s, because

the cryptographic hash function T is applied to the concatenation of s with

other values and T is one-way. For the same reason, also r cannot be used

to link the voter. Thus, once the Like ballot has been produced, it cannot

be linked to the user.

Resistance to Attack AS4. Recall that SU4 occurs when a collusion between

TTP and a credential user try to link the user and its score. Clearly, the

collusion between TTP and a credential user allows them to link the pre-

agreed information IDR to the identity of the user (that is, attributes), via

the credential, because the credential user is aware about the identity of
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the user. As a consequence, in this case both TTP and the credential user

become able to link the user identity to the online content being evaluated,

but they cannot guess the score of the online content. The only remainder

possibility is that the collusion uses covert channels [63]. It is a matter

of fact that covert channel can be used to break unlinkability of protocols

guaranteeing anonymity (see, for example, [5]). In the cover channel that

we can figure out in this case, TTP acts as an attacker by using a different

pair of asymmetric keys for every user it wants to trace. This results in a

linkage between the evaluation record and the signed Like ballot. If this

covert-channel attack is done together with a collusion between TTP and

a credential user described above, then TTP becomes able to link the user

with her Like score. Indeed, thanks to the collusion TTP, it links the user

with the message IDR, while thanks to the covert-channel attack it links

ER with the Like score s. However this attack is prevented. Indeed, the

protocol requires all evaluation records are signed by TTP with the same

key pair2. Thus, the user can detects the attack by comparing the key pair

used by TTP to sign her Like ballot and that used to verify any Like ballot

published in the Like list related to any online content.

The following theorem states that the protocol satisfies the property SP3

of the security model S.

Theorem 3 (Individual Verifiability). The probability of occurrence of
failure FU1 is P (FU1) ≈ 1−e−u2/2D, where u is the number of users and D
is the cardinality of the domain of the random r included in the Like ballot.

Proof.. The proof can be done as in item (4) of the proof of Theorem 1. As

remarked at the end of Theorem 1, in real-life cases the probability stated

in the theorem above is negligible, thus individual verifiability is satisfied.

The next theorem states that the protocol satisfies the property SP4 of

the security model S.

Theorem 4 (Uncloneability). The protocol is resistant to attack AC1.

Proof . Recall that AC1 occurs when the adversary tries to forge a valid

ballot by starting from a legal one. We prove that the bogus ballot is always

detected. We observe that a valid Like ballot is accompanied by the TTP’s

2In a real-life implementation of the protocol, we could allow key substitution, but we
require anyway that keys are long-term, still preventing the covert-channel attack.
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signature and thus any modification made to it is detected by the signature

verification, or it amounts to a successful forgery of the underlying signature

scheme which is proved to be secure [87]. Obviously, it cannot be duplicated

thanks to the presence of the bit-sequence r identifying the Like ballot.

About a possible collision between the 128-bit sequence r in two different

ballots, we have proved that the probability of this event is negligible.

The next theorem states that the protocol satisfies the property SP5 of

the security model S.

Theorem 5 (Robustness). The protocol is resistant to attack AR1.

Proof . Recall that AR1 occurs when t or less credential users collude to

break security properties of the protocol. We prove that, whenever at most

t credential users misbehave, their malicious behavior is detected by TTP.

Indeed, the user has to provide t = 2 · t + 1 credentials and, thus, at least

t + 1 of them are correct, thanks to the CU-collusion assumption. As a

consequence, fake credentials are detected because they are in the minority

during the verification phase at Step 4.(a)–(d).

9. Efficiency and Scalability

In this section, we show that the proposed solution is efficient and scal-

able. First, we observe that our protocol presents good scalability, because

the number of users involved in the generation of a single score is inde-

pendent of the overall number of users. In particular, the Like expression

done by V involves a limited number (2 · t + 1) of other users (who play

the role of credential users). This allows us to state that the approach is

feasible also for social networks with a large number of users and/or online

contents. The overall scalability of the system is clearly affected also by

the scalability of the underlying anonymous communication system. But, it

is well known that highly scalable anonymous communication systems ex-

ist [32]. Scalability is also ensured by the adoption of a truly P2P approach

to distribute the evaluation process over social network users. In particular,

the look-up service (TLS) used in our implementation is proven in [16] to

have good performances, also in comparison with the most known lookup

proposals. Specifically, the strong advantage obtained is to pull down the

insertion/deletion cost from the state-of-the-art O(log2 n) to O(log n). Per-
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Technique Join/Leave Space Hops

CHORD [77] O(log2 n) O(log n) O(log n)

CAN [65] O(d) O(nd) O(dn1/d)

Pastry [67] O(log2 n) O(log n) O(n log n)

Tapestry [36] O(log2 n) O(log n) O(log n)
TLS O(log n) O(log n) O(log n)

Table 3: Performances of the adopted look-up service TLS.

formances of other operations demonstrate the high efficiency of TLS, as

shown in Table 3.

Therein, the column Join/Leave reports the costs of peer inserting/delet-

ing, Space concerns to the storage information amount required for each

peer, Hops is the routing cost per message, n is the number of peers in the

system and d is the number of dimensional coordinates used in CAN [65].

Moreover, we observe that TLS supports broadcasting in O(log n) time by

exploiting the tree structure.

Concerning our cryptographic protocol, we observe that it was already

shown in [87] that the underlying partially blind signature [87] was more

efficient than the only other state-of-the-art partially blind signature [2].

In [87], they had proposed another scheme which seemed to be more effi-

cient but its security was based on the ROS problem [71] which has since

been proven unsecure [84]. Since [87], there have been some other schemes

which have been proposed [26, 49, 38, 35, 61, 68, 9] but those too have been

either proven to be insecure [26, 49, 88, 41] or too inefficient [9] or are not

applicable [35] to our proposed scheme.

We present a comparison of the state-of-the-art partially blind signatures

in the following table. In the comparison table, λ = log q. ROM stands for

the random oracle model and SM stands for the standard model. DLP rep-

resents the discrete logarithm problem in the group Z∗
q and FAC represents

the factoring problem for a composite integer n ≈ O(q). 2SDH represents

the 2SDH assumption which is a significantly stronger assumption than the

discrete logarithm problem [62]. Exp denotes the exponentiation modulo

p. Pair denotes the pairing computation for a cryptographic pairing which

provides an equivalent security as that of the DLP on Z∗
q . We note that one

such pairing operation costs more than 4 times than a modular exponentia-

tion [35]. For comparison, we consider only these two operations since these

are the most time-consuming and leave out all other operations whose times
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are relatively insignificant.

Scheme Signer User Verification bit-length Security
PBS-AO [2] 2Exp 4Exp 4Exp 4λ ROM+DLP
PBS-CH [26] 2Exp 3Exp 2Pair (≈ 8Exp) 2λ ROM+DLP
PBS-OS [62] 11Exp 7Exp 3Exp+2Pair (≈ 11Exp) 3λ SM+2SDH
PBS-TS [61] 2 Exp 3Exp 4Exp 3λ ROM+DLP+FAC
PBS-OR [87] 2Exp 3Exp 3Exp 3λ ROM+DLP

Table 4: Comparison of the state-of-the-art partially blind signatures.

From the efficiency comparison in Table 4, it is clear that that the un-

derlying partially blind signature [87] used in our scheme is more efficient

than other state-of-the-art partially blind signature schemes [2, 26, 62, 61].

10. Discussion and Conclusion

Among digital records of human behavior, social network Likes are prob-

ably the most suitable to automatic analysis aimed at predicting even sensi-

tive personal data of users. Thus, Likes induce serious problems of privacy

of which the most users are completely unaware. On the other hand, a

lot of analysis on Likes could be done without invading users’ privacy, by

relating Likes to (even sensitive) attributes of users but keeping them non

identifiable. Unfortunately, it is not realistic to assume the trustworthiness

of the party responsible for the analysis as well as of the social network

provider itself. In this paper, we have proposed a solution allowing the user

to choose, when submitting a Like, those attributes she wants to relate to

the Like, in such a way that no way exists for any third party (including

the social network provider) to link the Like to the identity of its author.

Specifically, we have defined a cryptographic-based protocol demonstrating

its security and implementing it using XML. The advantage of the protocol,

w.r.t. a standard anonymization solution, is that privacy-preserving analysis

of Likes is allowed. In other words, concerning Likes, we offered a possible

balancing between users’ privacy requirements and the utility of extracting

strategic knowledge from social-network data. Observe that the above goal

cannot be reached if digital records of Likes are managed and stored by the

social network provider. Indeed, trustworthiness of the social-network issuer

cannot be assumed in general. To solve this problem, our solution relies on

a DHT-based P2P social network (assumed given). Anyway, we stress the

concept that the adoption of our model of Likes does not require a revolu-

tion of the current social networks, moving from the centralized model to
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the fully distributed one, since we could just distribute the functions related

to the evaluation process and not the evaluated contents, possibly relying

on cloud computing solutions.

A limitation of our study is that our solution cannot be applied to exist-

ing social networks without changes, even though only the functions related

to the Like expression (not the contents) should be decentralized. Anyway,

this can be done also by relying on (self-managed) cloud computing solu-

tions. Another limitation is that social network providers could be reluctant

to implement the above changes given the lucrative opportunity to trace the

big data of social activities. Anyway, this limitation does not appear severe

if we assume a perspective view. As observed earlier, what today might ap-

pear little appealing from a business point of view, tomorrow could become

attractive. The core question here is the weight that privacy will have in

future business models. We expect that people will perceive as critical the

risks related to an uncontrolled exposure of private life over the Internet.

As a consequence, the attention of users towards the information leakage re-

lated to the use of social networks will increase. In this plausible evolution

scenario, a social network offering advanced tools to protect privacy could

acquire advantages w.r.t. competitors. Furthermore, our solution preserves

a good level business analytics without allowing the tracing of individuals.

Concerning implementation, besides the aspect of decentralization dis-

cussed above, we may draw the conclusion that our paper gives all the

guidelines for a fully implementation not using proprietary solutions, and

relies on cryptographic primitives whose security is well-accepted.

As a future work, we plan to experiment our solution in a real-life do-

main, in an industrial project where interested companies are involved.

Therein, we are designing an ad-hoc prototype social network operating in

the e-learning context. Here, the opinion of users (both students and teach-

ers) should be analyzed as useful feedback but the privacy of the evaluation

records is very critical.
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